Che Guevara: Revolutionary & Icon

The exhibition exploring Alberta Korda’s photograph of Che Guevara, which was curated by Trisha Ziff and produced by Jonathan Green for CMP in 2005 traveled around the world. Its wide touring schedule and extensive media coverage and reviews and multiple catalogs and books makes this exhibition one of the most successful university museum shows ever produced.

As the show moves from country to country and venue to venue the title has changed slightly to reflect language and culture.

January 29 - May 29, 2005
UCR/California Museum of Photography, University of California Riverside
Revolution and Commerce: The Legacy of Korda’s Portrait of Che Guevara
http://www.cmp.ucr.edu/exhibitions/che/default.html

December 9, 2005 - February 26, 2006
International Center of Photography, New York
Che! Revolution and Commerce
http://www.icp.org/site/c.dnJGKJNsFqG/b.1288073/k.9054/Che_Revolution_and_Commerce.htm

March 23-May 8, 2006
Centro de la Imagen, Mexico City
Narrativa de un retrato: el Che de Korda
Catalog produced by Centro de la Imagen

June 7-August 28, 2006
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Che Guevara: Revolutionary & Icon
http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1541_che/
Book produced by V&A and distributed by Abrams in the USA and V&A in Britain
September 21, -November 5, 2006
Sala de Arte Contemporaneo, Museo de Bellas Artes, Santa Cruz, Tenerife, Spain
¡Che! Revolución y Comercio

February 1st – May 6th, 2007
Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen (KIT) Tropenmuseum, Amsterdam
[Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) Museum]
Che! Een commerciele revolutie
http://www.tropenmuseum.nl/smartsite.shtml?id=9330

June 1–August 31, 2007
La Triennale de Milano, Italy
Che Guevara: rivoluzionario e icona:
The Legacy of Korda's Portrait
Book produced and distributed in Italy by TriennaleElecta

September 2007-January 2008
El Palau de la Virreina, Barcelona, España.
¡Che! Revolución y Comercio
Book Produced and Distributed by Turner in Spain

June 28, 2008–September 7, 2008
Forum Romeu Correia, Almada, Portugal.
¡Che! Revolucion y Mercado

October 2008 – January 2009
Santral Istanbul Exhibition Center, Istanbul, Turkey
Korda’nin Objektifinden Che: Bir Portrenin Devrimle Baslayip ikonia
Bitem Oykusu
www.santralistanbul.com

February 2010–July 2010
Museo delTerritorio Sa Corona Arrùbia
Sardegna, Italia
¡CHE! REVOLUCIÓN Y MERCADO – Ernesto Che
Guevara: Rivoluzionario e Icona